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 I open the café door to the luxurious lure of coffee. The banner slung from the ceiling with its stark 

white print against a lipstick red background vies for my attention. “B/C ITS U”, glares at me. The 

Company name “Mega” stands guard in one corner of the ad.  

A nurse glides by me in her yellow uniform going out as I go in, toting a young child, who in turn 

totes his device. I take a few steps inside the store. The coffeehouse is quiet except for the ticking of the 

other patrons on their devices and of course the endless sound of disco Drivel being played in my ear-

piece. The tapping keys are like an old style clock, long since taken out of the mix since no one could 

read them anymore. They require too much math. I’ve seen one though, in the junk shop. I remember it 

made a nice sound, like a special form of quiet.  

Here, the people sit across from one another at lacquered tables and click on their devices. Some of 

their faces gesticulate in a mimicked version of the faces on the screens before them. They all drink 

various forms of coffee which seem to be delightfully decorated versions of identical products until they 

reach the tongue.  

Everyone knows that every tick and tap they send and receive on their devices is monitored by the 

Companies to keep us safe, which is silly. We’ve been at peace forever, so long as I’ve ever known. Even 

the word military has been demoted to only refer to a retro style. Flicking my handheld to a series of 

military cut shirts I pick out two in a man’s size medium. I like the way that cut really does seem to 

broaden my shoulders.  

Blocking out the Drivel, my ears fill with a quick ad. My eyes glaze over my device. “STROKE YA 

EGO”.  It would have been loud enough to have broken my sleep had I just been drifting off, but quiet 

enough to ignore right now. At least it wasn’t the near constant, How Do You Feel? “HDUF?” that’s been 

drilled into my consciousness for the past fifteen of my thirty-nine years. 

“HDUF?” “HDUF?” “HDUF?” It’s just makes me crazy. There’s no variety. 

How do I feel?  

Tired but awake. Spacy. Should I switch to being a Noc? That transition would be painful. A twelve-

hour adjustment. Or have I already begun adjusting? Better to just wait it out and get back on track with 



the better pillow because A Good Sleep is Only a Quilted Ridge Away. I take a few more steps into the 

alley-like café. 

A girl lets out a sharp laugh. Scanning the room to identify the source, my eyes hone in on a young 

woman with genetic modifications from around the early 2060s staring at the wit on the other end of her 

device. It could be from a show that struck her or a real person, or someone who’s gone to the grid. It 

could be a charismatic computer guised as a real person. One never really knows, or cares.  Hopefully the 

Monitors on the other end of her device got a laugh too. Most of the filtering is done by computers but 

some parts of the job are manned by real people. I’ve heard they sometimes get to spend a little extra 

from their Universal Salary cards since the job is so boring. I can’t even imagine having to sift through 

people’s ongoing personal commentaries. It has to be worse than the Drivel. 

“How do you feel?” the male voice-read sounds in my ear-piece. Assessing myself and concluding 

nothing, my pity for the Monitors blurs away. 

Starting to feel more cheerful, I approach the counter and the options on the menu behind the teen at 

the register. Scanning the list, it’s hard not to notice that the prices are lowest at the ends and highest in 

the middle. At random, I pick an acceptable choice near the middle top, not wanting the teen to think I’m 

cheap or have very little left on my Universal Salary card. In truth, no one bothers to determine how much 

is there. I’ve only gone short once and it was indebted to my next month’s total. That month, I picked my 

coffee from the one-hundreds until forgetting and falling into my usual pattern. No one’s US cards run 

out. 

As my eyes scan the one thousand choices, my attention gets temporarily caught by the purplish blue 

of an Agapol poster, “TRT UR SELF” just off to the side. There are so many coffee options it’s 

impossible to distinguish one from another or to seriously consider reading all the tiny descriptions of 

each type. I picked a really terrible one last time, I think it was a three-hundred, so hopefully this time is 

luckier. Agapol’s right, I really do need to TRT MY SELF better this time and go closer to the middle 

range. 

Positioning myself directly in front of the register I smile and order, “Buy a four seven...” 

 Startled, the curly-haired pouty-lipped teen points to the device in my hand. His name tag shows 

his name is Ruben. My guess, with that style of mouth, is that he was born in the late 2060s. 

 A waving hand emoji and text appears along with a friendly masculine voice in my ear-piece. 

“Juan Garcia, Want?”  


